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~ These gamma-rays have been shown to be in cascade and associated
with the entire beta-spectrum by J. R. Downing and A. Roberts, Phys.
Rev. 59, 940A (1941).

~ This gamma-ray accompanies the entire beta-spectrum [M.
Deutsch, Phys. Rev. 59, 940A (1941)].Mr. J. R. Downing has shown
it to be in cascade with another gamma-ray of 0.080&0.002 Mev by
critical absorption (private communication).

3 Previous absorption measurements gave 0.6 Mev for these gamma-
rays [J.J. Livingood and G. T. Seaborg, Phys. Rev. 54, 775 (1938)], .

4 Previous measurements by Curran, Dee, and Strothers (reference 2
of text), in a semi-circular focusing spectrometer gave 0,91+0,05 and
2.03 &0.05 Mev.

5The assigmnent at 0.120 Mev, obtained with a radiator of Sn
assumes the observed absorption to be in the K shell, If it were in the
L shell, the Z line would not have been observed, due to counter
window thickness.

b The annihilation radiation was also observed.
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N many cases, the best method available for the de-
- - termination of gamma-ray energies is a study of the
energy distribution of secondary electrons by means of a
magnetic spectrometer. The "short magnetic lens" spec-
trometer' has been found to be very well suited for this
purpose because of the great distance between source and
counter, the high transmission factor, and the use of
circular sources. The gamma-ray source strengths re-

quired are about the same as those needed for reasonably
good absorption measurements, namely, from two to ten
micrograrns radium equivalent per gamma-ray line present,

. depending on the energy range. With appropriate precau-
tions, very much weaker activities could undoubtedly be
measured. Sources weighing as much as several hundred

milligrams can readily be used if necessary.
For energies up to about 1.4 Mev the photoelectrons

produced in thin (8 to 100 mg/cm') radiators of high

atomic number (Sn, Pt, Au, Pb) permit accurate determina-
tion, even if several gamma-rays are present. Above 1 Mev
the maximum energy of the Compton electrons can be
measured 2 but only the hardest gamma-ray can be de-

termined accurately by this method because of the low

energy tail on the Compton secondary distribution.
The estimated probable error is now about 3 percent of

the gamma-ray energy, in the range from 0.3 Mev to 1

Mev, and slightly larger outside this range, About half of
this allows for systematic errors, mainly uncertainty about
the eA'ect of energy losses in the radiator, and can certainly

TABLE I. I'nergies of gamma-rays.

be greatly reduced by studying these factors. The rest of
the error is due to uncertainty in picking the peak of a
line in the presence of secondaries from other gamma-rays
and can be reduced by adjusting the spectrometer for
better resolution.

In this series of measurements we have not, in general,
attempted to measure energies less than 0.18 Mev. The
letters following the energy values in Table I indicate
the method of measurement, in the order of accuracy,
IC indicating internal conversion, P photoelectrons, C

Compton electrons. A question mark signifies that the
particular method confirmed the existence of the gamma-

ray but did not yield adequate accuracy. The probable
errors are those given in the preceding. discussion unless

otherwise indicated. Because of uncertainty as to how to
correct for the momentum interval with radiators giving
line widths comparable to the momentum interval, we can
say little concerning intensities at present.
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Robley D. Evans in these experiments.

" M. Deutsch, Phys. Rev. 59, 684A (1941).
2 S. C. Curran, P. I. Dee and J. E. Strothers, Proc. Roy. Soc. AIV4,

546 (1940).
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N two recent papers, ' the theory of degenerate non-ideal
- - quantum gases was developed in an approximation that
considered binary collisions, and an application was made

to a simplified model of liquid helium. The present note
corrects an error in the evaluation of an integral in I, and
discusses an alternative solution for the particle distribu-
tion function in II.

The GI integral defined by I (29) actually contains a
residue as well as a principal value part when expressed as
in integral over k'. Thus I (34) should have added to it
a term: (8x/0) 5 (21+1)(Pk~/m) (sin25&')/2. Similarly,

even l
I (35) should have added to it a term: 4m.PA'6/mO, where:
6—= lim(sinbt, ')/k. These residue terms dominate in the

k-+0

perturbation theory limit (V~O),2 and also in the low

temperature limit considered explicitly in II.
In the application to liquid helium, there exists a tem-

perature T,)To below which an alternative solution of the
particle distribution equation II (5) appears. Since this
solution has lower free energy than I (19), it must be re-

garded as the appropriate description of the equilibrium
state. The calculation is particularly simple in the low

temperature limit, in which the range of the two-particle
interaction((k/(mkT) . The leading term in GI is then the
residue term given above, and condensation takes place if

4(0, that is, if there is no bound state of the He2 molecule

(b, = —c for a rigid sphere interaction). The parameter x


